
BUSINESS PLAN EXAMPLE SLIDESHARE UPLOAD

Before you start a business you need capital to ensure the sufficient requirements . Therefore, you can raise capital from
a number of parties.

Then upload to SlideShare. Can you take an image series you have done and turn it into a SlideShare
presentation? So focus on the most important points and think about how you can make each slide more
engaging and interesting. Many people use Microsoft PowerPoint to create their presentation and then upload
it to SlideShare later. Make a conscious choice based on the message that slide is communicating. Get your
tickets! Use your keyword in the Title, Description and Tags sections. When embedding the SlideShare deck,
make sure you use the iframe embed code that they give you on the embed page as done here , not the
WordPress shortcode. This may be quite small in certain situations, so make sure that the title slide is bold and
catches the attention of someone who is browsing a web page. I then embedded the SlideShare presentation
into the blog post. You can even use this method to test the deck with a few trusted customers before going
public with it. Embed: SlideShare provides you the capability to embed your SlideShare content in all your
other digital touch points i. Consider using contrasting colors so the final presentation will be more
eye-catching and easier to read. Remember you do not have to tell them everything in one presentation. And
guess what? Take us on a journey, but leave the bullet points at home! Talk to us to learn more about how we
can help you stay on your timeline and watch your brand soar. The WordPress shortcode is meant for blogs
hosted at WordPress, and will cause views of your deck to not be counted properly by SlideShare. Hence, it is
important to include keyword-rich titles, descriptions, and tags. Each slide has only one idea , and you have
narration slides to join ideas, which means you will have a lot of slides. Tell me in the comments below â€”
have you tried SlideShare? Creating an Infographic for SlideShare Remember that PowerPoint is a similar
program that you can use to create some digital projects that you can use in your SlideShare presentation. Get
Facebook Ads Trainingâ€”Online! You can start with posting your company decks and communicating your
story. Make your keyword the first tag for the presentation, and then choose closely related tags to follow.
They understand that there are several different tools out there that business owners can use to create their
presentation and several various social media platforms that they want to place them on. Add slides to your
LinkedIn profile summary. Do not be surprised if you end up with two to five times the number of slides you
would expect for a live presentation. They also have an integration with Haiku Deck so you can create slide
decks from within SlideShare itself. This can enable you to build your authority with the same content across
multiple platforms. That represents a great opportunity for small business owners like you. At the end of the
deck, you should recap where they have been so they know why they should take the action you are asking
them to take. Are you looking for creative ways to use SlideShare for your business? As I mentioned earlier,
SlideShare staff hand-picks which presentations they put on the homepage. If viewers get bored, they can
quickly flip forward to the part that interests them. You want any viewer to immediately recognize this deck as
coming from your organization. Design: SlideShare gives you an opportunity to visually woo your audience.
And, even if it is, you need to stick to the most critical points. To keep the story moving along, sometimes you
will use text-only narration slides that serve as a bridge between ideas. Start with a small piece of content, get
familiar with the tools and process, and move on to larger content pieces. Editors tend to pick new
presentations to feature on the homepage. If you are showing the process of paying an invoice using your new
online accounting service, use a diagram. The slideshow below has some tips to inspire you.


